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From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  11/2/2019 6:18:50 AM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

SCHIFF #1: 

 

07 NOV 2019 

. . . . Gary M. Northington 193035 . . . . 4269 West M-80 

. . . . Kincheloe, MI 49784 

. . . . (906) 495-2275 email @ JPay.com 

 

ADAM SCHIFF, 

U.S. Miss Representative 

437 Cannon 

Washington, DC 20515-0527 

(202) 225-5828 

 

Dear LUCY, 

 

We the real Democratic People noticed your Great Pumpkin of IMPEACHMENT has NEVER 

BEEN, and NEVER WILL BE, seen by co-conspirator, CHARLIE "BROWN" SCHUMER. 

We all know your great-grandfather and grandfather were devout Marxists and you seek to 

carry-on their sins in your clown costume. THEY obviously trained you in subversive Marxist 

tactics. That's how it is with delusional "tin hat" conspiracy theories of mentally ill Communists 

like you. 

 

You are falsely accusing Attorney General William Barr and Prosecutor Durham of using the 

DOJ to go after political enemies when that is what your criminally syndicalistic pea-brain is 

doing. We know you Olinsky-Communists blame your opponent for what you are doing. Your 

words are your admission of guilt that you hijacked Congressional resources to commit sedition 

and treason of an unlawful 3rd-World-type Coup D'Etat against We the People. 

 

In APRIL 2017, you "listened to", colluded with and requested "dirt from" foreign actors 

Vladimar Kuznetsov and Alexei Stolyrov. In JULY 2018 at Aspen, Colorado, you requested 

Glen Simpson of Fusion GPS to get dirt from foreign agents. It was discovered on 01 APRIL 

2019: that U.S. Representatives DURBIN, SHIFF and WATERS signed a pact to unlawfully 

"take down" President DONALD J. TRUMP. This proves criminal intent of your COUP 

D'ETAT against We the People. 

 

We know about you using taxpayer funds, in JUNE 2019, to travel to Scandinavia to for 

personal gain from foreign entities for the false appearance of giving speeches. This is like the 

Clinton Foundation scam where Bill and Hillary were paid millions of dollars for the false 

appearance of giving speeches that were PAY FOR PLAY to influence their actions in 
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government office. What government action(s) were you paid to affect? We know about your 

sedition and TREASON. 

 

You are obviously afraid of getting the same penalty as the Rosenbergs for your crime(s) so 

YOU unlawfully squander our Constitutional Rights for your personal gain. You should 

consider the relevant statute: "Whoever owing allegiance to the United States, levies war 

against them or adheres to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort within the United States 

or elsewhere is guilty of treason and shall suffer death, or shall be imprisoned not less than five 

years and fined under this title but not less than $10,000, and shall be incapable of holding any 

office under the United States". 18 USC, Sec. 2383. There is only one end for Olinsky 

Communists levying WAR against We the People! You have no right to citizenship. U.S. v 

CHARNOLAWA, 109 F Supp 810, 812 (ED Mich. 1953) 

 

Recently found documentation proves that Devin ARCHER and Kevin HINES (BIDEN & John 

Kerry associates), Joe BIDEN, Hunter BIDEN, Dick DURBIN, STENY HOYER. JOHN 

KERRY & FAMILY, Senator Patrick LEAHY, Senator ED MARKEY, Senator Robert 

MENENDEZ, Robby MOOK of the HRC Campaign, Reprehensible Geri NADLER, NANNY 

PELOSI, John PODESTA, SCHIFFTLESS Adam SKUNK, Senator Jean Shaheen, Senator 

Mark WARNER and Mad Maxine WATERS were all getting monetary PAY FOR PLAY 

kickbacks from Ukraine for foreign aid sent to the country. 

 

YOU had illicit backdoor involvement with a RUSSIAN/UKRAINIAN arms dealer. You were 

ALL also involved with UKRANIANS and RUSSIANS in the DNC/HILLARY CLINTON 

SCAM to usurp our Constitutional Election Rights by using the Steele Dossier. 

 

In JULY/AUGUST 2019, YOU sent email(s) that became the recent undue INFORMANT 

COMPLAINT about President Trump and the UKRAINIAN President. It is clear the fraudulent 

COMPLAINT was incited by YOUR LIES. You COMMUNISTS are now attempting to 

distract from your prior ILLEGAL attempts with foreign actors to subvert the 2016 election. 

Many consider you to be a Den of Thieves, Liars, Crooks and Racists. 

 

Your hopes and attempts to subvert the 2020 election are DOA. It will be too late for you when 

the POO-POO HITS THE OSCILLATING AIR-MOVING DEVICE and sticks on you. Cease 

and desist from your COUP D'ETAT!!! Tain't gonna happen, SLEEZY!!! 

 

Sincerely, Gary M. Northington 

 

---------- ---------- ---------- 

 

Dear Rudy and Erin, 

 

I got transferred again. These transfers and all associated rancorous behavior are because I am 

still pursuing my medical lawsuit in federal court. When I arrived here, James E. Sims of 

Jackson took my running jacket legally given to me by my sister in 1990, my prescription 

sunglasses and a bunch of other things I properly purchased. This is Act 2 of which Act 1 was 

when Brenda Schmeltz and Keith Stephens unlawfully damaged and took my guitar and 
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typewriter in January 2017. 

 

I'm presently attempting to get my paperwork caught up in the medical lawsuit. The transfers 

put me behind for weeks. 

 

God Bless Y'all! The Lord is my Shepherd... Gary M. 

 


